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ABSTRACT
Information synthesis is an important part of design processes as it ensures to integrate, organize,
filter, and evaluate essential information and constraints for the design solution. However, there are
various methods, conditions and characteristics of synthesis and it is surprising that little research has
focused on this subject yet. In this paper, we outline different approaches to information synthesis and
report on our findings from interviews with designers in educational and corporate environments.
From these findings we derive a framework in which we suggest to describe the characteristics of
information synthesis via the chosen design paradigm as well as ten particular research perspectives.
We regard this framework as a basis to understand information synthesis in greater detail and to show
possible fields of future research. Additionally, it allows deriving insights how inexperienced
designers as well as people from other domains being involved in the design process can be supported.
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1 INTRODUCTION
All successful design efforts include the collection of different kinds of information – information
which helps to understand users’ needs, stakeholders’ interests and possible limitations of the solution.
Integrating this information in the design process is important – for a viable design and for generating
acceptance among the stakeholders of a design process. This practice of integrating, organizing,
filtering and evaluating external information is what we call the information synthesis in design. We
draw in particular on two authors to define this understanding:
Jon Kolko (2010): “Synthesis is an abductive sensemaking process. Through efforts of data
manipulation, organization, pruning, and filtering, designers produce information and
knowledge.” [1]
Antony Robinson (2008): “Synthesis can be defined in a variety of ways, [..] we define it as the
stage of an analytic process in which analysts organize and combine individual analytical results
into coherent groups that are used to assign meaning and/or encapsulate complex ideas.” [2]
Although nobody explicitly denies the importance of information synthesis, it also has not been a
major focus in the past of design research. Much has been written about brainstorming, brainwriting
and other diverging techniques in design [3-5], but the conversion of information – though a major
part in recent design process models [6,7] – has not been in focus of a comparable amount of
publications. Only in recent times, some authors addressed the importance of this topic [1,8].
However, research on information synthesis in design has remained fragmented.
This is in our perspective a serious gap in design research, revealing a discrepancy between the
importance of information synthesis in design practice and a lack of general knowledge about it.
In particular within the presently dominant human-centered design paradigm [9], the synthesis of user
research data is a decisive point in the design process, as it decides in what quality such external
information flows into the design outcome. Realizing a good fit between external knowledge and the
internal process of designing has also become one of the main factors for the market success of a
design outcome [8]. Yet, information synthesis is also a difficult and cognitively extremely
challenging part of the design process. Filtering, organizing and sense-making of uncertain and
ambiguous information is complicated and exhausting [8]. Working in a team can give assistance and
can be valuable for the following steps in the design process, but it also introduces the difficulty of

creating a common ground and making decisions all team members support. If team members are not
working at the same location or cannot meet due to scheduling problems, it is even more difficult. In
addition to those internal difficulties of synthesizing, the communication of its results is similarly
complex. In particular when reporting to client and superiors, design teams are oftentimes asked to
show how user research has influenced the design process so as to give reason for time-consuming and
costly user research activities. A reason why this can be troublesome is the missing visibility and
tangibility of the synthesis phase and the high amount of tacit information involved. In contrast to later
parts of the design process in which designers can easily show some artifacts or concept drawings [1],
the complex knowledge of user research can only be made communicable to external persons by
means of a purposeful information synthesis.
Given such challenges it is surprising that the synthesis of information still remains a “black box” in
design research. Therefore, the major concern of this paper is to direct the attention stronger on
information synthesis as a crucial field of research. As a contribution to this, we will present different
perspectives on synthesis research in a comprehensive framework, which we developed out of a
combination of primary and secondary research. We will show different approaches of how people
deal with the cognitive challenges and what strategies they developed to solve them. This shall outline
the basic perspectives on synthesis research and stimulate further research.
2 LITERATURE OVERVIEW
There are two different main concepts of synthesis in design theory. Some authors use this term to
refer to all activities of assembling or creating the form of the design solution – in contrast to the term
analysis referring to the activity of investigating and defining the design problem [6,10,11]. In the
other understanding, the term is used to mean what we call information synthesis, that is the process of
condensing and framing information as a part of the problem understanding activity in design
processes [1,2,7,12]. In other related work, this understanding of synthesis may be referred to by the
terms framing [8,13] or sensemaking [14].
The state of literature about information synthesis is rather fragmented. Kolko is one of the few
authors focusing on information synthesis in design as such [1,15]. He develops both a theoretical
overview on and methods for information synthesis [15]. Hey et al. [8] address similar notions, though
they do not use the term synthesis but framing instead, which they connect with the process of
generating a shared understanding among the members of a design team.
Related work outside design research can also be found within the fields of management studies and
social science, though employing terms like information analysis [16], collaborative synthesis [2] and
sensemaking [14] [17] instead. In particular, research by Robinson [2] and Isenberg et al [16] is of
interest, as their observations of teams synthesizing information as part of problem solving processes
allow drawing parallels to information synthesis processes in design teams. Another group of related
research focuses on theoretical frameworks on sensemaking [14] [17] in order to develop basic
assumptions for the development of digital tools supporting information synthesis. Further work
presents already developed tools for sensemaking [18] and decision making [19], whereas these
publications rather focus on the usability and adoption of tools and not so much on the theoretical
issues behind [20].
Literature on discursivity, communication and knowledge use in design teams is also relevant,
although such literature rather addresses design processes as such and thus do not necessarily show
specific reference to activities of information synthesis [13,20-25]. However, we regard such research
as insightful for our purpose as it allows initial insights about how dynamics behind team
communication can influence the condensation and framing of information.
3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND METHODOLOGY
As described in the introduction, this paper’s goal is to develop a comprehensive framework for
research on information synthesis. Within this framework, we plan to distinguish between different
research perspectives as well as hypotheses to be explored in further studies. To develop this
framework, we draw in particular on two guiding questions that help us to address both a) the
fragmented state of knowledge on information synthesis and b) the diversity of and the various
challenges embraced by design processes as such, namely:

a) Which different forms of information synthesis in design do exist? How do people proceed while
synthesizing and what is their objective of the synthesis?
b) How do people deal with the different challenges of information synthesis in design? Which
problems do they encounter and which strategies do they choose to come to a result? How can we
support them in this phase?
We chose a twofold research approach, combining primary (expert interviews) and secondary data
(literature analysis): We built upon a comprehensive overview on the state of literature and developed
insights according to our research questions (secondary analysis). In addition, we conducted expert
interviews with design teachers, professional designers and design students, that all have made
experiences with information synthesis in design processes. The interview length varied between 20 to
45 minutes. We used interview guidelines focusing on how people condense, select and decide when
synthesizing information and how they evaluate the approaches they employ. All interviews were
taped with a voice recorder. To analyze and frame the research data, we drew on grounded theory
methodology [26]. For each interview, we wrote various memos on sticky notes and clustered them
firstly on separate boards and analyzed afterwards similarities and differences between the interviews
iteratively. At the end, we developed our framework by comparing and combining the interview
results with the results of the literature analysis.
4 TOWARDS A FRAMEWORK FOR INFORMATION SYNTHESIS RESEARCH
In order to work out a framework for information synthesis research, we proceeded in three steps.
First, we distinguish between different paradigms of designing that can influence not only the entire
design process but also the character of information synthesis as such. Second, we develop different
perspectives on information synthesis that help to explain and to distinguish its characteristics and
allow further, more detailed views. Third, we assemble paradigms and perspectives to a twodimensional framework and use this to work out a structured pattern of hypotheses to guide
forthcoming research on information synthesis.
4.1 Design paradigms
Design paradigms influence the whole design process and thus mainly affect form and proceeding of
the information synthesis. In design theory, in particular two opposing paradigms are often discussed:
the scientific/rationalist design paradigm and the reflective practice paradigm [27,28]. The scientific
or rationalist design paradigm originates from the analytic-positivistic framework of science. Design is
seen as a rational problem solving process [27], in which problem definition and solution development
generally occur in a linear sequence. Thus, as in science, one assumes that a problem is eventually
definable and processes of iterating and problem reframing rather indicate weaknesses in a design
process. Also, designers following this paradigm are generally dependent on explicit and unambiguous
information. The reflective practice paradigm refers to Schön’s concept of the designer as a reflective
practitioner [29], even if some ideas go back to Rittel’s concept of planning in the context of wicked
problems [30,31]. The basic assumption of this paradigm is that the ambiguous quality of design
problems cannot be addressed by scientific methodology, but with a rather explorative and subjectdriven approach that Schön calls “a reflective conversation with the situation” [29]. However, on
closer examination, we realized that this paradigm can be divided in two different ones, dependent on
what the designer perceives as constituting the situation of the design problem. On the one hand, there
is the currently very popular human-centered design paradigm, according to which the situation of a
design problem is mainly constituted by stakeholder (i.e. user) perspectives. Thereby the rather tacit
human-centered information is a key component of design processes [9]. On the other hand, there is
the authordesign paradigm, according to which rather the subjective experience of the designer
gradually constitutes the perception of the situation. Professional expertise and self-confidence are
important prerequisites and bring authordesign somewhat into a line with artistic activity [32].
External information – often in form of constraints for the design solution – and input from
observations of different users may be included into the design processes as well, but the designer has
a high amount of freedom and authority on problem framing and solution development.
We know and observed that people do not always follow a paradigm holistically (see also [33]), but
also try to combine characteristics of different paradigms. Nevertheless, we observed that there is a

general connection between particular forms of information synthesis and a certain guiding design
paradigm. Therefore, we believe it is helpful to begin analyzing the characteristics of information
synthesis by telling between the different design paradigms involved. As a result of the preceding
discussion, we distinguish between:
•
the scientific/ rational design paradigm
•
the human-centered design paradigm
•
the authordesign paradigm
4.2 Perspectives on information synthesis
In this section, we explain the perspectives that we use to frame information synthesis in greater detail.
The perspectives help us to deal with our research questions in higher resolution; they allow
comparing differences between the forms of information synthesis in different design paradigms, and
reveal new research questions for future information synthesis research.
The first perspective looks upon the state of the design problem / challenge being addressed in
information synthesis. Here, we see in particular two important measures. First, we can distinguish
between well-definable and wicked problems, that is between those which are ultimately definable
(such as a mathematic problem) and those which are only provisionally describable (e.g. developing
the perfect living concept) [30]. Second, we can distinguish between particular and systemic design
challenges, thus those that look for a specific solution (mostly an object) that fits in a certain problem
setting with rather few interdependencies (such as a kitchen object), and those that try to find an allembracing solution for a systemic problem with manifold interdependencies (e.g. a corporate
communication system) [34].
The second perspective looks upon the relevance of information synthesis for the entire design
process. As we found out in our field research, some interviewees did not know what the question was
about when we were asking how they processed initially gained information. We realized that in some
cases people assimilated information “on the fly” and most of the time on their own. In contrast, other
interviewees stated that the synthesis was a very crucial point within the whole design process and its
importance should not be underestimated, as it helps to identify general statements, principles, trends,
needs and requirements with regards to the design task. In literature the importance of information
synthesis for design processes also varies. Whereas some authors highlight information synthesis as an
essential part of the design process [1,8], others do not even mention it as a distinct process phase [6].
The third perspective addresses the sequence and characteristics of subtasks involved in information
synthesis. As our interviews show, people with a developed understanding of information synthesis
generally discuss their research results with other people. It may be a colleague or a whole team,
depending on company or school structure. During these conversations, people usually take notes,
either on normal paper or sticky notes. Some participants summed it up under the term “storytelling”.
Afterwards, they try to find similarities of what they have heard and try to group them by general
terms. Important topics are sometimes displayed in different frameworks or diagrams, such as a
process diagram to show workflows or relationships. In the end, people write down their most
important insights or principles. This relates to Kolko’s methods of synthesis as e.g. “prioritizing” or
“concept-mapping” [15] or the observations other researchers made [2,14,16]. Most of the subtasks
have the intention of converging and structuring information, but sometimes iterations with diverging
character for knowledge generation occur as well [35-37]. However, not everybody follows an
elaborated structure when synthesizing information, but pursues a rather intuitive, coincidental
sequence of steps.
The forth perspective focuses on decision making in information synthesis. This is an important issue
as soon as it comes to situations in which designers have to prioritize or select between different
pathways. Decision making, therefore, strongly influences agreements on statements, principles,
trends, needs and requirements regarding the design task [8]. We realized from our interviews that the
role of intuition for decision making in information synthesis has to be closer examined. When we
asked our interview partners how they identify and define insights or decide on the priority of
information, nobody could give a clear answer. In particular designers with a high level of experience
said they follow their intuition, whereas interviewees with not so much experience stated that decision
making was very challenging because they did not develop enough intuition yet. This finding is also
supported by literature, suggesting that the reliability of intuition in design processes is dependent on
experience [1,15,38,39].

The fifth perspective addresses the extent of discursivity in information synthesis. Our interviews
suggest that discourse between the members of a design team is seen as a decisive part of information
synthesis. Some interviewees even defined the synthesis as “a team process with a lot of discussions”.
On the contrary, other interviewees stated that they collect and synthesize information in general on
their own and talked about their observations only with a few people, generally expert designers, later
on. Thus, we could observe that the extent of discursivity varies with teams and design situations. In
literature, discourse among design teams is seen as rather important within the frame of the humancentered design paradigm [9,40].
The sixth perspective looks upon the different forms of re-representation of information involved in
design processes [41]. Here we ask what information (based on what kind of knowledge [20]) is
represented in the information synthesis as well as what kind of media is used for re-representation.
Our interview partners use different kinds of media to communicate and process information, though
analog media such as paper, sticky notes and traditional whiteboards are the most commonly used.
Nevertheless, especially interviewees who are working in companies (instead of education) stated that
at some point digital media in form of word processors, presentation programs or wikis are used as
well. The amount of externalization of information also varies. Some people reported that is very
important to document as much as possible, others rarely use any kind of documentation and
synthesize insights directly into concept prototypes.
Converging information and finding design principles with a higher degree of abstraction is one of the
goals of the synthesis phase. However, we observed different levels of information trade-off among
our interview partners, which constitutes our seventh perspective. Some interviewees try to keep and
externalize as much information as possible, partly because they are afraid to lose information and
partly because their stakeholders have set some unavoidable restrictions. Others stated that it is not
possible and also not desirable to keep all information in the design process, as it is important to
quickly focus on the most important points. Most interviewees agreed that it depends on the level of
experience to decide which and how much information is important to include in the design process.
The eighth perspective focuses on team interaction. Throughout the interviews, we noticed several
incidences in which implicit team dynamics influence the synthesis process on a rather unconscious
level. For instance, interviewees mutually agreed that only if team members share a common ground
of trust and respect, the basis for joint decisions would be given. In another example, an interviewee
stated that persons enforcing the own view strongly influence the whole synthesis process. Also, the
information synthesis is described as exhausting and its success highly depends on the motivation of
the team members. Therefore, we regard the area of team interaction with a special focus on team
dynamics, biases and motivation as important for a deeper understanding of information synthesis.
The ninth perspective addresses to what extent it is required to communicate preliminary results to
external persons. Interviewees who are working in companies stated that customers and stakeholders
complain that they hardly see what happens during the synthesis phase – a problem that is also
addressed in literature [1]. Several clients want to understand where the design ideas and solutions
originate from and whether the budget for e.g. user research has been spent reasonably. However, such
requirements generally presume seeing the relationship between design solutions and user research
data, which is normally only possible towards the end of the design process. In particular in early
stages of the design process, designers often face communicability gaps that make it difficult to tell
outsiders about the design process’s progress. In this context, information synthesis can help to create
presentable states of knowledge. However, our interviews suggest that this seems to be less of a
problem for the more experienced designers, as the relationships between clients and designers then
rather build upon trust. This shows that external communicability requirements depend on the
relationship between designers and clients and how much they confide in the respective design
approach.
Our last perspective focuses on the organizational restrictions and enablers that affect the
information synthesis. Organizational restriction that we could observe were, for instance, rather tight
time frames for information synthesis in general and – especially when people work on several
projects at the same time – disruptive work flows that do not allow concentrated team work. Teams
also face problems when one or more team members are missing and have to be updated afterwards.
Such insights show that organizational patterns can clearly influence the information synthesis itself,
so that research in this field should also focus on its organizational preconditions and enablers.

Table 1: Perspectives on information synthesis

Perspectives
Design challenge / problem
Relevance of information synthesis
for the entire design process
Sequence and characteristics of
subtasks
Decision Making

Extend of discursivity

Re-representation of information

Information trade-off
Team interaction
External communicability
requirements
Organizational restrictions and
enablers

Description
Is the design challenge rather systemic or particular, is the
problem structured or fuzzy (“wicked”)?
What role does the information synthesis play for the entire
design process?
What kinds of subtasks are used? Do they rather have a
converging or diverging character? How do both forms of
subtasks interact?
How do people come to a decision? How much is it
influenced by intuition and experience? How can people
make a decision if they do not have sufficient experience?
To what extend is discourse between different people
decisive for the convergence of information and the
generation of insights? By what means is discourse
supported?
What kind of information is represented? What kinds of
media are used to communicate and process information? To
what extend is the synthesis influenced by verbal
communication, to what extend by externalized artifacts?
Is there any loss of information during the process? Why? Is
it a conscious or unconscious act?
How much is the synthesis influenced by team composition
and team dynamics (personalities, motivation, etc)?
To what extend should the process and the results of the
synthesis be communicable to stakeholders (such as clients
and superiors)? What forms of communication are used?
Which organizational prerequisites hinder the information
synthesis? Which foster and support the work?

4.3 A framework of hypotheses for information synthesis research
Based on the design paradigms and perspectives developed above, we suggest in this section a
framework for information synthesis research. For every perspective we suggest hypotheses with
regards to the different design paradigms. All hypotheses are derived from our research data. The aim
of the framework is a) to offer a comprehensive overview on the various aspects and notions involved
in information synthesis research, b) to suggest detailed hypotheses, which allow both orientation
within this research field’s complexity and stimulation for further studies, and c) to propose a flexible
framework structure that can be easily expanded, adapted or restructured.
Table 2: Hypotheses on information synthesis according to different design paradigms

Perspectives
Design problem/
challenge
Relevance of
information
synthesis for the
entire design
process

Scientific
Definable / systemic
Important:
Information synthesis at
the beginning of the
design process; employed
to frame the design
problem

Design paradigms
Human-centered
Wicked / particular
Very important:
Decisive phase to
integrate user research
data into the design
process and to process
the information for
further creative usage

Authordesign
Wicked / particular
Rather unimportant:
Information mainly
consists of external
design constraints;
within these
constraints,
designers form the
design process and
its outcome rather
subjectively

Perspectives
Sequence and
characteristics of
subtasks

Scientific
Predominantly
converging; diverging
subtasks only for
supplementary
information retrieval

Decision Making

Rational decision making
throughout; decisions
based on well-defined
problem documentation;
transparent and
comprehensible
evaluation and
prioritization of
alternatives

Extend of
discursivity

Rather unimportant due
to a high degree of
certainty of information
and knowledge

Re-representation
of information

Representation of explicit
information; highly
documentation-driven;
rather few iterations

Information tradeoff

Ideally no trade-off; all
information are included
in the problem framing
and should be represented
in the solution

Team interaction

Synthesis is rather not
influenced by team
dynamics and
composition due to
explicit and definite

Design paradigms
Human-centered
Against the background
of a wicked problem
setting: alternation
between converging
(information
structuring) and
diverging (knowledge
generation and
revision) subtasks
Decisions based in
particular on user
information, including
high amount of tacit
information; high
importance of
perspective-taking and
the development of
empathy for decision
making; intuition can
play a decisive role
Very important due to a
high degree of
ambiguous information
and knowledge;
discursivity as a means
for exchanging implicit
and empathic
knowledge

Representation of
explicit and implicit
user information
(including emphatic
knowledge); diverse
and intense media
usage; many iterations
Trade-off unavoidable
due to diverse user
input and ambiguous
information; during
synthesis the team
consciously and
unconsciously decides
which information
should be kept and
where it is possible to
generalize to an
abstract level
Synthesis is very much
influenced by team
dynamics as every
member introduces
user research data and

Authordesign
Predominantly
converging, due to
low relevance of
synthesis in general
and reliance on
external constraints

Decisions based on a
high level of
intuition generated
through design
experience; rather
autonomous decision
making

Little necessity for
discursive (and
diverging) synthesis
due to the low
relevance of
synthesis in general
and reliance on
external constraints;
focus on quick
convergence
Representation of
external constraints;
little media usage,
rather few iterations

Trade-off not
significant due to its
low relevance; the
author consciously
decides how to deal
with constraints and
what information to
include

Synthesis is rather
individually-driven,
thus there barely is
team interaction.

Perspectives
Scientific
character of information

External
communicability
requirements

It is generally expected to
document every design
step of the design process
in order to make the
whole process in detail
comprehensible for
stakeholder

Organizational
restrictions and
enablers

Fits well to “traditional”
milestone-based project
planning techniques and
documentation
requirements

Design paradigms
Human-centered
an own point of view.
Motivation and results
depend on good team
interaction
Communicability is
required to generate
trust between designers
and stakeholders (esp.
clients) with regard to
the design process
quality.
Communicability can
be obstructed due to the
ambiguity of
information;
appropriate media vary
Organization should be
able to absorb
discontinuity and
unexpected events,
otherwise organization
restrictions might
hinder the project
quality

Authordesign

Low external
communicability
requirements;
stakeholders confide
in author’s
competence and
judgment

Only few
interdependencies
with organizational
patterns, therefore
few organizational
restrictions or
enablers

5 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The purpose of this paper is to “open the black box” of information synthesis and to display its
characteristics within design processes in detail. We presented a framework showing how different
perspectives of synthesis lead to different insights depending on the chosen design paradigm. We
stated these insights in form of hypotheses, derived from expert interviews and literature review. In
further research efforts, these hypotheses and their implications should be verified and further
explored.
Interesting to us is further research on the intersections between the different design paradigms and the
consequences they have on information synthesis. In particular, we ask ourselves how the choice of
the design paradigm is determined a) by the given design challenge and b) the experience of the design
team. We wonder if experienced designers tend to prefer an authordesign paradigm, as they are able to
draw on high-level experience and thus on a high level of reliable intuition. As a consequence,
information synthesis would lose its importance the more experienced the designers are. However, the
human-centered paradigm gives more direction and orientation throughout the design process, while
information synthesis is of high importance as it decides in what quality external knowledge can
influence the design process. Consequently, the designer’s role would change from a design expert to
a “design midwife” who should be able to deal with highly diverse and complex amount of
information.
Against this background, another research question arises, that is how activities of information
synthesis can be supported with particular tools. Those tools might not only increase the quality of
information synthesis, they may also help to improve external communicability, decision-making and
dealing with information trade-off. Concluding, the field of information synthesis offers diverse
research possibilities for different areas of interest. We hope that this contribution encourages further
researchers to become engaged within this field of research.
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